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ABSTRACT
Plummer disease of the thyroid represents a traditional condition causing primary hyperthyroidism. Our aim
is to introduce a short overview regarding the use of the term “Plummer adenoma” of the thyroid and to report
a case with traditional diagnosis. In terms of method this is a case report and a historical data report using as
references PubMed and online sites of general endocrine and historical information.
This is a 43-year old female who had 2 months ago a mild episode of vertigo, followed by intermittent sweating and weight loss (2 kilos within 2 months). Hyperthyroidism is confirmed based on suppressed TSH. Thyroid scintigrame was performed using as thyroid tracer Tc99 Perthechnetate which revealed thyroid with
normal anatomy with a “hot” autonomous nodule at the level of right thyroid lobe. Thyroid ultrasound showed
a right lobe of 2.4 by 3.2 by 3.5 cm and a left lobe of 1.1 by 0.8 by 3.6 cm. Right lobe has a macronodule of
3.5 by 2.1 by 2.8 cm which entirely occupies the lobe; it has an inhomogeneous pattern, with microcalcifications and tracheal effect to the opposite site. The patient was offered daily thiamazole and a low dose of beta
blockers; follow-up is necessary; then the indication of thyroidectomy will be done because of thyroid dimensions and nodule aspect in association with tracheal effect. Plummer toxic nodule of the thyroid represents a
classical endocrine condition which requires thyroid scintigrame to be adequately identified even the management is not distinctive from other forms of primary hyperthyroidism.
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INTRODUCTION
Plummer disease of the thyroid represents a traditional condition causing primary hyperthyroidism (1-3). The specific condition underling excessive thyroid function has, somehow, two meanings.
Traditionally, the term is used (including for Romanian daily endocrine practice) for a dominant thyroid nodule with toxic activity regardless a single
nodule or a dominant one from multinodular goitre
(1-3). The typical image of this aspect is caught by
specific pattern of radioiodine 131 uptake on thyroid
scintigram based on the non-adenoma tissue inhibition caused by suppressed TSH (Thyroid Stimulating Hormone) as feedback to increased thyroid hormones production by the Plummer adenoma (4).
However, there are some published data that intro-

duce the term of “Plummer disease” for toxic multinodular goitre meaning more than one nodule
with increased activity opposite to single solitary
active nodule (5).
Historically, the condition was first described by
Henry Stanley Plummer in 1913 for a specific thyrotoxicosis condition with one or more toxic nodules, later the term was restricted to only one (6).
Doctor Plummer is one of founders of Mayo Clinic
from Minnesota (7).
Our aim is to introduce a short overview regarding the use of the term “Plummer adenoma” of the
thyroid and to report a case with traditional diagnosis. In terms of method this is a case report and a
historical data report using as references PubMed
and online sites of general endocrine and historical
information.
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CASE PRESENTATION

DISCUSSION

This is a 43-year old female who is a former
smoker and lives in endemic area for goitre. Her
family history of diseases includes father with lung
cancer and mother with chronic heart ischemic
condition. Her personal medical history is irrelevant. Two months ago she had a mild episode of
vertigo, followed by intermittent sweating and
weight loss (2 kilos within 2 months). Neurological
did not establish any particular diagnosis, cardiological evaluation identified sinuses tachycardia
and she was followed for an endocrine check-up.
On admission, hyperthyroidism is confirmed based
on suppressed TSH (of 0.0005 μUI/mL, normal
levels between 0.5 and 4.5 μUImL), and increased
FreeT4 (levothyroxine) twice as normal upper limits with negative antibodies against thyroid including TRAb (TSH Receptor Antibodies). Thyroid
scintigrame was performed using as thyroid tracer
Tc99 Perthechnetate which revealed thyroid with
normal anatomy with a “hot” autonomous nodule
at the level of right thyroid lobe (Fig. 1). In addition, thyroid ultrasound showed a right lobe of 2.4
by 3.2 by 3.5 cm (centimetre) and a left lobe of 1.1
by 0.8 by 3.6 cm. Right lobe has a macronodule of
3.5 by 2.1 by 2.8 cm which entirely occupies the
right lobe; it has an inhomogeneous pattern, with
microcalcifications and tracheal effect to the opposite site (Fig. 2). The patient was offered daily thiamazole and a low dose of beta blockers; follow-up
is necessary; then the indication of thyroidectomy
will be done because of thyroid dimensions and
nodule aspect in association with tracheal effect.

Plummer toxic nodule is a benign one, associating T3 and T4 hyper-production which suppresses
TSH and displays a specific “hot” nodule on thyroid scintigram performed with either radioiodine
or technetium (3). The approach is surgical or ablative with radioiodine after initial anti-thyroid drugs
administration in order to normalize the thyroid
function (8-10). Cases first diagnosed at very old
age after a long term of subclinical hypethyroidism
have been reported (11).
Plummer toxic adenoma is rarer found that classical causes of thyrotoxicosis Basedow-Graves disease and multinodular goitre (12). The clinical approach of the condition including therapeutically
options and thyroid surgery are not specific for this
sub-type of hyperthyroidism (13). The case we
mentioned was not confirmed as Plummer toxic
nodule until thyroid scintigram was done, as known
from literature.
As particular aspect, we mention the presence of
microcalcifications at thyroid ultrasound which are
frequently considered a sign of increased risk for
papillary thyroid cancer while Plummer adenoma
is 99% of cases benign (14-16).

CONCLUSION
Plummer toxic nodule of the thyroid represents
a classical endocrine condition which requires thyroid scintigrame to be adequately identified even
the management is not distinctive from other forms
of primary hyperthyroidism.

FIGURE 1. This is a 43-year old female with thyrotoxicosis Thyroid scintigrame was performed using as thyroid tracer
Tc99 Perthechnetate which revealed thyroid with normal anatomy with a “hot” autonomous nodule at the level of right
thyroid lobe. This is the typical aspect for Plummer toxic nodule
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A (longitudinal aspect)

B (longitudinal aspect)

C

D

FIGURE 2. This is a 43-year old female with Plummer toxic adenoma. Thyroid ultrasound showed a right lobe of 2.4
by 3.2 by 3.5 cm (centimetre) (A) and a left lobe of 1.1 by 0.8 by 3.6 cm (B) Right lobe has a macro-nodule of 3.5 by
2.1 by 2.8 cm which entirely occupies the right lobe (C); it has an inhomogeneous pattern, with microcalcifications and
tracheal effect to the opposite site. A small right cervical lymph node of 0.8 by 0.8 cm is also detected (D)
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